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Systemcharacterization of a human-sized
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scanner for cerebral applications
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Since the initial patent in 2001, theMagnetic Particle Imaging community has endeavored to develop a
human-applicable Magnetic Particle Imaging scanner, incorporating contributions from various
research fields. Here we present an improved head-sizedMagnetic Particle Imaging scanner with low
power consumption, operated by open-source software and characterize it with an emphasis on
human safety. The focus is on the evaluation of the technical components and on phantom
experiments for brain perfusion.Weachieved3Dsingle- andmulti-contrast imaging at 4Hz frame rate.
The systemcharacterization includes sensitivity, resolution, perfusion andmulti-contrast experiments
aswell as fieldmeasurements and sequenceanalysis. Imageswere acquiredwith a clinically approved
tracer and within human peripheral nerve stimulation thresholds. This advanced scanner holds
potential as a tomographic imager for diagnosing conditions such as ischemic stroke (different stages)
or intracranial hemorrhage in environments lacking electromagnetic shielding, such as the intensive
care unit.

Human-scale magnetic particle imaging (MPI) has the potential to provide
background- and radiation-free tomographic images, at high temporal
resolution. In comparison, computed tomography (CT) provides high-
resolution images at the cost of radiation exposure and is ill-suited for
reoccurring or long-term monitoring, whereas Magnetic Resonance Ima-
ging (MRI) suffers from limited patient accessibility and lengthy scan
durations. Bothmodalities come as large and fixed systems, whichmakes it
challenging to use them in an intensive care unit (ICU). Themain challenge
is that patients usually need to be transported,which is notwithout risks and
requires considerable preparation1. In addition, patients are highly encap-
sulated in MRI systems, making it difficult to monitor their condition2.
These are also the reasons why portable devices such as chest radiographs
and ultrasounds are mainstay imaging modalities in ICUs3. Recently, por-
table MRI systems with low B0 fields proved the potential of bedside brain
imaging devices in the ICU4,5. MPI also has great potential in this direction,
due to its size and compatibility with the ICU environment. MPI brain
images could be acquired inside the ICU, directly at the patient’s bed,
reducing the workload for medical staff, avoiding transport of the patient,
and shortening the timeof treatment decisions.As a quantitative and tracer-

based imagingmodality,MPI is able to visualize the structure of larger blood
vessels or quantify tissue perfusion with high temporal resolution, among
other diagnostic and therapeutic applications6. The potential application in
ICUs targets neurovascular diseases like ischemic stroke, intracranial
hemorrhage, and traumatic brain injury that require immediate attention
and post-treatment monitoring to evaluate the procedure. More than 17
million casesoccur eachyearworldwide and are a leading cause of death and
disability7,8, motivating further research and development.

Currently, MPI is in the process of upscaling9 the preclinical (small
rodent) bore size10,11 to match human proportions like the head8,12,13 or
extremities14. Images are acquired with high spatiotemporal resolution,
providing background-free contrast information, based on the nonlinear
response of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)15 with high sensitivity16,17.
Various combined magnetic fields in the low kHz range allow the spatial
selection and detection of a tracer, such as the established contrast agent
Ferucarbotran from MRI, with up to 46 volumes per second10. MPI was
shown to be capable of hyperthermia treatment18,19, stem cell labeling20,
detection of lymph node metastatsis21, gut bleeding22 and lung perfusion
imaging23 in murine models, cancer detection24, as well as being useful in
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interventional applications that involve guiding catheters25,26 and stent
positioning27. In addition, the MPI tracer can be used as a micro probe for
several external and internal parameters that change the signal response, like
the carrier medium viscosity28 and temperature29. Furthermore, particle
properties like binding state30, the particle core-size31,32, or the orientation33,
can be derived and visualized using multi-contrast imaging.

One objective of upscalingMPI scanners is to investigate clinical utility
by evaluating the power required to generate the magnetic fields and by
assessing the realistic resolution and sensitivity of real-time imaging at this
scale. A major challenge is to minimize the scanners power consumption,
especially of the selection field (SF)34, as well as ensuring patient safety in
proximity to high-power components. Our approach encompasses these
conditions and attempts to combine standard-socket power supply, an
unshielded environment and tomeet localmedical device safety regulations.

In this paper, we describe a human-sized MPI system for brain
applications, and verify its functionality in several experiments using a
clinically approved tracer35. The general scanner concept is based on
Graeser et al.8, although many hardware components were replaced,
improved, or re-developed for this version to increase instrumental safety
with a focus on future human trials. A major improvement is the reali-
zation of 3D imaging by using 2D excitation from two orthogonal drive-
field coils (DFCs) and a slow shift of the dynamic selection field to
achieve volumetric sampling at 4 Hz. In this work, we describe and
analyze the full system design and implementation, including our exci-
tation fields and the measured system matrix, as well as characterize the
overall performance of the brain scanner with resolution-, sensitivity-,
perfusion-, and multi-contrast experiments.

Our work represents a substantial step towards the clinical application
ofMPI andmay pave theway formonitoring neurovascular diseases within
the ICU. The scanner system described is suited for end users, with an
adaptable and interactive graphical user interface (GUI), an open-source
reconstruction framework, and redundant safetymechanisms, that facilitate
performingMPI scans and the live inspection of results.We elaborate on all
system components, explain how themagnetic fields are generated, provide
insight into our custom signal receive chain, and characterize the imaging
performance using the system matrix approach.

Results
System overview
The presented MPI brain scanner is captured in an image in Fig. 1a, and a
schematic block diagram is depicted in Fig. 1b. The scanner can be classified
into four main parts: operational control (subsubsection “Operational
control”), field generation (subsubsections “Field generation and reception,

Selection-field generation, and Imaging sequence”), signal reception (sub-
subsection “Signal reception”), and data processing (subsection “Data
processing”), which are briefly introduced in this section for an overview.

The operational control is tasked with coordinating signal generation
(digital-to-analog converter (DAC)) and reception (analog-to-digital
converter (ADC)). The system devices are driven and coordinated by a
collection of open-source software36,37. The combined software stack rea-
lizes a framework, which is adaptable and scalable to many different MPI
applications. The framework accepts user inputs via a command line
interface, and, more conveniently, via a GUI (https://github.com/
MagneticParticleImaging/MPIUI.jl), that allows different types of mea-
surements to be started, paused, aborted, or stopped. Also, it enables live
displaying and analyzing measurement data and controlling and mon-
itoring systemdevices such as temperature sensors or robots. The acquired
MPI signals are stored in the openMPI data format (MDF)38. Another part
of the operation control is a surveillance unit (SU) formonitoring, basedon
the micro-controller board Arduino Mega 2560 Rev3. It processes sensor
data, controls the state of signal relays, and communicates via analog pins
with amplifiers, temperature units, and control units, as well as serial
communication with the operational software. Some functions, status
information and relays are routed to a hardware user console, placed with
the human operator, allowing interaction via buttons to activate or deac-
tivate key parts of the system at will.

Field generation is initiated by four DACs, which generate two drive-
field (DF) signals and two signals for the dynamic selection field. The DF
signal of each channel is connected to a floating transmission chain with a
5th-order band-pass filter that powers the drive-field generator (DFG) via
an inductive coupling network (ICN). The DFG is responsible for 2D field
excitation in the xz-plane (5, 4 mT) and forms a high-quality-factor reso-
nator that is designed to carry high currents at low voltage (referred to as
high current resonator (HCR)). The ICN is a toroidal transformer that
serves three purposes, high current gain, circuit symmetry, and floating
potentials to increase human safety. Thedynamic selectionfield is generated
by the selection-field generator (SFG) with two coils mounted on an iron
yoke inside a copper cabin, identical to this part of the setup in ref. 8.
Identical 10A coil currents generate a 0.24 Tm−1 gradient field with a field-
free-point (FFP) in the center of the field of view (FOV). By varying these
currents, the FFP is moved along the y-direction to create a large nominal
3D FOV (84 × 85 × 67mm3). The dynamic selection-field current wave-
form can be chosen to be sinusoidal, or in our case, triangular, for a constant
shifting motion with a 4Hz imaging sequence. This principle is shown in
Fig. 1c and explained along with all mentioned fields in more detail in the
subsection “Field generation and reception”.

Fig. 1 | General setup of the Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) brain scanner.
a Front view photo with the drive-field generator (DFG) in a white 3D-printed
housing. b Schematic overview of the entire scanner using a flowchart that illustrates
the key system components and their interactions. The digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) and analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for signal generation and acquisition

are realized by a stack of three RedPitaya STEMlab 125-14. c Rendering of the DFG,
including the selection-field generator (SFG), which is an iron yoke that creates the
dynamic selection field. Individual closed (ideal) 2D Lissajous trajectories are
visualized in the xz-plane, that are shifted in y-direction.
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Signal reception is realized with a gradiometric receive coil for feed-
through suppression in the x-direction and a saddle coil in the y-direction.
Given that both DFCs are orthogonal to the y-direction, this channel is not
required to suppress high feedthrough signals by gradiometric turns. Both
receive coils are connected to a symmetric fourth-order band-stop filter,
transferred to single-ended signals via a balun transformer matching a
single-endedcustom lownoise amplifier (LNA). Signals are then transferred
differentially towards the ADCs, which are configured with a receive
bandwidth of 976.56 kHz. Furthermore, two more signals are passed to the
ADCs for feedback during the control step at the beginning of measure-
ments, that automatically scales the transmit channel currents to match the
desired DF strengths.

Data processing describes image reconstruction and furtherprocessing
steps in the case of perfusion images. For image reconstruction, the
system matrix approach is used, implemented by the open-source
MPI reconstruction framework39. The measured data can be interpreted
as multi-patch data corresponding to the selection-field shifts, or as a 3D
single-patch dataset. We use a Kaczmarz-solver, system matrix over-
gridding (interpolation), L2-as well as L1-regularization, background sub-
traction, and frequency selection to obtain images (see subsubsection
“Image reconstruction” for details). These are presented for different
experiments with individually tuned reconstruction parameters in the
subsection “Systemcharacterization”. Perfusion images are calculated based
on reconstructed 3D volumes that are filtered and processed to obtain the
time-to-peak (TTP),mean-transit-time (MTT), relative cerebral-bloodflow
(rCBF), and relative cerebral-blood volume (rCBV). The definition and
details on the implementation can be found in the subsubsection “Perfusion
image calculation”.

System characterization
To evaluate the performance of the developed MPI brain scanner and its
characteristics, several experiments were conducted. We start with a low-
level evaluation of the scanner and first study the generated drive field and
selection field by using appropriate fieldmeasurements. In the next step, we
perform an analysis of the acquired systemmatrix S, which allows to derive
and predict the imaging performance, independent of specific phantoms.
Then, the imaging performance is analyzed at the phantom level using
simple sensitivity and resolution phantoms and later also using an
application-relevant dynamic perfusion phantom. Finally, the suitability of
the scanner for multi-contrast imaging is demonstrated.

Field analysis. The image quality of an MPI scanner is closely linked to
the FFP trajectory, which in turn depends on the homogeneity of the
drive and selection field. For the presented MPI scanner, the DFG is
located in close proximity to the copper shielding of the selection-field
generator (see Fig. 1). Hence, the drive field generates eddy currents
inside the copper shielding, which in turn influences the field profile of
the DFCs. For the selection-field coils, the cross-section area is relatively
small compared to the distance between the coils, which leads to field
inhomogeneities.

To obtain the actual imaging trajectory, the field profiles of the drive
and selectionfields can be represented as a spherical harmonic expansion by
measuring a few points on a sphere rather than using a Cartesian grid
interpolation, as reported by ref. 40. A 1D transmit sequence (0.248 s) at a
definedDF amplitude of 5 and 4mTwas used tomeasure the x- and z-drive
field. The dynamic magnetic fields were determined using a calibration
robot with a mounted custom 3D coil sensor, with 86 measurement posi-
tions of a spherical 12-design41,42. Due to the x-receive coil turns at the front
of theDFG, theFOVcenter and, thus the sphere center are shifted by23mm
in x-direction from the geometric DFG center. In addition, these mea-
surements were used to determine the fundamental total harmonic dis-
tortion (THD) of the drive fields43. The amplified and filtered DF signal
induced into the coil sensor exhibits a THD of 0.0669% and 0.127% for the
x- and z-channel, respectively. Regarding the selectionfield, the field of each
coil was examined individually. Due to soft-iron-induced saturation

behavior, a list of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 ADC currents was set to measure
themagnetic field at 36 positions of a spherical eight-design42 using a three-
axis high-sensitivity Hall-effect sensor with a three-channel gaussmeter
(Model 460, Lake ShoreCryotronics, Inc.,USA).Thismeasurement allowed
the adjustment of the relationship between current, gradient strength, and
FFP position40. In Fig. 2, the field profiles for the x- and z-drive fields are
shown in the top rows. Field inhomogeneities become stronger towards the
edges of the FOV.

The selection field for identical 10 A currents in both coils is shown in
the third row of Fig. 2. The largest gradient is observed in the y-direction,
reaching 0.24 Tm−1. In comparison, the gradients in the x- and z-direction
are half as strong, measuring−0.12 Tm−1. In the bottom row of Fig. 2, the
2D Lissajous trajectory is shown in the xz-plane for defined selection-field
offsets of patches 3, 22, and33.The trajectory is sampledbymarking theFFP
after the superpositionof all threemagneticfields for certain timepoints. For
visualization, the density of the trajectory is adapted by changing the fre-
quency ratio to 16

15. In the background, the selection field of each patch is
shown in the xz-plane. From themeasurements, the calculated 3DDF FOV
spans a volume of 83 × 80 × 73mm3.

System matrix analysis. In the next step, the imaging performance of
the scanner is analyzed by studying a measured system matrix, which
will later also be used for image reconstruction. The system matrix was
acquired using a robot-based approach with a cubic 200 μL δ-sample
filled with Resotran (b.e.imaging GmbH, Germany) in a concentration
of 8.5 mgFemL−1 (152 mol L−1) to prevent magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions44. The sample was shifted to 15 × 15 × 11 positions cov-
ering a volume of 140 × 110 × 100 mm3, and at each position, one full
3D sequence (0.248 s) was applied. For later background subtraction
and SNR analysis, 12 empty measurements after each xy-plane were
performed by moving the sample with the calibration robot outside
the scanner bore. During the acquisition, the DF feedback was tracked
and the observed amplitudes and phases showed a standard deviation
of below 0.4% over the 2491 measurements. All signals are considered
in frequency space, which is common in MPI since it allows for
direct filtering of interfering signals like the signal induced by the
drive field.

The measured system matrix can be interpreted in two different ways.
First, since the FFPmovement inducedby the selection-field generator is very
slow, the data can be interpreted as a multi-patch dataset, where the 2D
Lissajous trajectory (xz-plane) is slowly shifted toMy = 85 positions along the
y-axis. One can thus expect that the system-matrix patterns are just shifted in
space, which was shown for idealized magnetic fields by refs. 45, 46. The
measured systemmatrix considering thismulti-patchprocessing is illustrated
in Fig. 3. Shown are frequency patterns i.e., systemmatrix rows reshaped on
the 3D grid at frequencies fMP

k ¼ kΔMP
f where ΔMP

f ¼ 1
TMP
cycle

≈ 342:654Hz is

the frequency spacing derived from the 2D Lissajous sequence length TMP
cycle≈

2.918ms and k 2 N is the frequency index. The index k can be expressed
using the mixing factors mx and mz as kmx ;mz

¼ mxMx þmzMz where

Mx ¼ f DFx TMP
cycle ¼ 76 and Mz ¼ f DFz TMP

cycle ¼ 75, see ref. 47. The figure

shows on the left selected frequency patterns ((f, mx, mz)∈ {(51.4 kHz, 2,
0), (102.8 kHz, 4, 0), (155.22 kHz, 3, 3)} of thex-receive chain andon the right
of the y-receive chain. Each pattern is visualized using an iso-surface ren-
dering (lower left) and three orthogonal slices (upper left: xz, upper right: yz,
lower right: xy) where the dotted line indicates the slice position. The
complex-valued colormap encodes the amplitude in the saturation and the
phase in the color48. In the middle part of the figure, the mean SNR over all
patches is shown as a function of frequency. To illustrate both, the global and
the local SNRprogression is plotted for different frequency ranges. The lower
part of the figure shows a 3D iso-surface rendering of frequency component
102.80 kHz combined with the actual FFP trajectory derived from the mea-
sured fields for the three considered patches. The measured system matrix
shows the expected wave-like structure in which the number of extrema
depends on the mixing factors49. For mx = 3,my = 3 one can see oscillating
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patterns in x- and z-direction, which shows that the sequence spatially
encodes both directions.When considering the patchmovement, it is clearly
visible that the frequency patterns are shifted when the FFP sweeps slowly in
the y-direction. However, slight distortions of the patterns are observable,
whichare causedbyfield imperfectionsandviolate the true shift-invarianceof
the system.

Next, we consider the systemmatrix not as amulti-patch dataset but as
a single-patch dataset. This is possible because there are no temporal gaps in
the sequence, and thus the sequence can be considered to be 3D with fast
FFPmovement in the xz-plane and slow FFPmovement in the y-direction.
In turn, the sequence time increases to TSP

cycle ¼ MyT
MP
cycle ≈ 248:06ms and

the frequency spacing in turn decreases to 4.031Hz. This means that the
single-patch spectrum containsmuchmore frequencies (factorMy) but that
the patch-encoding dimension is lost. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which now
shows in the SNR plot a signal with two levels of sub-bands. The SNR is
slightly higher compared to themulti-patch case since an implicit averaging
takes place when applying the Fourier transform to the longer time interval.
In the single-patch case, the signal occurs at frequencies f SPk ¼ kΔSP

f and the
frequency index k can now be expressed as k =my+My(mxMx+mzMz)
where my is now a new mixing factor that encodes the finest level of fre-
quency shifts. Theupperpart of Fig. 4 shows selected frequency components

for various mixing factors sampling different sub-bands of the frequency
space. Again, the expected wave-like patterns are visible, but this time the
patterns donot only surround the trajectory plane, but cover the entire FOV
and also show oscillating structures in the y-direction. The lower part of the
figure shows the frequency component 102.7 kHz of the x-receive chain in
combinationwith the full 3DFFP trajectory fromthreedifferent angles.One
can again see that both the system matrix pattern and the trajectory are
rotated within the xz-plane due to field imperfections.

Sensitivity and spatial resolution experiments. To determine the
sensitivity of the MPI scanner, we implemented the protocol using three
different spatial positions developed in ref. 16. First, a dilution series of
the tracer Resotran was prepared with 50 μL samples inside 200 μL
Eppendorf tubes and ascending iron mass between 4 and 512 μg.
Applying one full 3D sequence (0.248 s), eight samples were measured at
three spatial locations each, positioned along the y-axis. This facilitates a
distinction between the sample signal and reconstruction artifacts. The
reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 5a for several iron masses. The
spatial position can be resolved down to 8 μg iron. At 4 μg iron, a blurred
dot can be seen, but its position does not change for different sample
positions indicating that the seen dot is caused by the system background

Fig. 2 | Field analysis of the magnetic field-generating coils. The field-generating
coil setups are shown with the measured corresponding magnetic field profiles and
an illustration of the respective planes. The drive field of the x- and z-channel and the
selection field are plotted individually. All fields weremeasured on a sphere utilizing
a three-axis field sensor within the actual setup. For better visualization, the copper

shielding between selection-field coils and drive-field coils is not shown. With
respect to the entire field generator, the drive-field trajectory of patches 3, 22, and 33
is displayed in the xz-plane, while the background features the corresponding
selection field shifted in the y-direction. For visualization, the frequency ratio is
adapted to 16

15 and the system matrix field of view is outlined in red.
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and not by the sample itself. Thus, the detection limit of the scanner is
reached at 8 μg iron.

For quantitative analysis, a post-processing step sums the recon-
structed particle concentration within themask around the sample position
andmultiplies it by the ironmass of the systemmatrix δ-sample. The results
are shown in Fig. 5b. At higher iron mass, the reconstructed iron content
matches the applied iron content. For lower iron mass, below 32 μg, the
reconstructed particle concentration becomes smaller than expected.

To assess the spatial resolution, a 200 μL δ-sample of Resotran with
8.5mgFemL−1 (152mol L−1) iron was placed in the FOV center. A second,
identical δ-sample was mounted on a rod, which could be positioned by a
calibration robot. The latterwasmoved directly next to the centered sample.
After imaging using the 3D sequence (0.248 s) without frame averaging, the
edge-to-edge distance was increased by 0.5mm until reconstruction could
discriminate the two samples. This procedure was performed for all three
main axes. For better reconstruction results, the system matrix grid was

Fig. 3 | Measured systemmatrix considering a multi-patch processing. a Selected
frequency components for the x-(left) and the y-(right) receive channel. Each 3D
frequency component is visualized by plotting three orthogonal slices and an iso-
surface rendering of the magnitude. The slice position is indicated as a white dotted
line, while the frequency component is shown for three different patch positions
(p∈ {3, 22, 33}). b Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system matrix rows as a

function of frequency. The SNR is visualized in a hierarchical fashion using two
different nested frequency ranges, which are indicated by light green boxes. c 3D iso-
surface rendering in combination with the actual field-free-point trajectory for the
considered patch and one selected frequency component. Here, the color encodes
the time within the full imaging sequence.
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interpolated to 25 × 25 × 19. The image signal was summed up over three
voxels inside amask around the directionof interest to generate profile lines.
The reconstruction was defined to be resolved if the profile line dropped
below half themaximum in themiddle between the two samples. In Fig. 5c,
the resolved reconstructions are shown for a half and quarter maximum
criterion for all the directions.Additionally, the profile lines are shown in the

reconstructed images. With the half maximum definition, the best spatial
resolution is found in the y-direction with 6.7mm, followed by 11.2 mm in
x- and 31.2mm in z-direction.

Dynamic perfusion experiments. For the analysis of volumetric ima-
ging at high temporal resolution, we used a flow phantom filled with glass

Fig. 4 | Measured systemmatrix considering a single-patch processing. a Selected
frequency components for the x-(left) and the y-(right) receive channel. Each 3D
frequency component is visualized by plotting three orthogonal slices and an iso-
surface rendering of the magnitude. The slice position is indicated as a white dotted
line. b Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system matrix rows as a function of

frequency. The SNR is visualized in a hierarchical fashion using three different
nested frequency ranges, which are indicated by a light green box. c For one selected
frequency component, the 3D iso-surface rendering in combination with the actual
field-free-point trajectory, viewed from three different angles, is shown. Here, the
color encodes the time within the imaging sequence.
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spheres and bolus injections ofResotran. The phantom in this experiment
is similar to the one developed by ref. 8. It consists of two tubes with a
volume of 50 mL each, filled with 1 mm diameter glass spheres to
simulate capillaries within the tissue. Two rods are placed inside the tubes
with evenly distributed holes facing opposing directions, as shown in
Fig. 6 on the top right. The tubes represent the two hemispheres of the
brain and each tube is connected to a peristaltic pump,which uses suction
to deliver an adjustable flow rate that is independent of the other hemi-
sphere. Five experiments were conducted with different average flow
rates: While the flow rate in the right hemispheres remained constant at
100 mLmin−1, 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100% stenosis was obtained for the left
hemisphere by reduced flow rates. Prior to experiments, the overall flow
rates of outlets A and Bwere precisely matched by independent reference
experiments to compensate for pressure differences. Applying the 3D
sequence (0.248 s), each experiment was measured over 150 frames
(37.2 s) and a 100 μL bolus of pure Resotran (28 mgFemL−1) was admi-
nistered. For imaging, the same 3D sequence was used for the sensitivity
and resolution experiments, which is described in detail in the sub-
subsection “Imaging sequence”. During the perfusionmeasurements, the
observed drive field showed a standard deviation below 0.3% over the 150
consecutive frames without additional control steps. The data processing
is divided into a reconstruction step, described in the subsubsection
“Image reconstruction”, and a post-processing step that is built upon the
reconstruction results and yields different perfusion parameters, as
described in detail in the subsubsection “Perfusion image calculation”.
For the reconstruction, the system-matrix grid size was interpolated to
N = nx × ny × nz = 25 × 25 × 18 voxels. The reconstruction results
revealed that the relevant data for the post-processing step ended
after t = 25 s.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 6. They indicate that fast dynamic
imaging is feasible and different levels of stenosis can be detected and dis-
tinguished through calculated perfusion maps. Throughout the referenced
figure, a transversal 2D slice is shown, and its relative position is indicated in

the picture of the phantom on the right side. This slice is exemplary for the
entire 3D tomogram. The time response graphs in the leftmost column
show reconstructed data for voxel A and B, prior to Hann-filtering. Post-
processing produced the 3D TTP, MTT, rCBF, and rCBV maps, and the
definitions of each perfusion parameter are sketched above each column. In
the case of stenosis, the flow suppression is visualized by a delayed signal
peak in the TTPmap and an increasing transit time in theMTTmap (dark
colors). Relative blood flow and volume decrease with the severity of the
stenosis, which is revealed by lighter colors and a smaller area of outlet A.
The decreasing area can be attributed to the threshold mask, which elim-
inates values below 10% of peak intensity. Slight differences in MTT or
rCBV in the case of equal flow rate (0% stenosis) are caused by variations of
the phantoms, their filling, and air cavities, which all influence the internal
flow.The entire set of four perfusionparameters reveal not only changesdue
to the stenosis, but also the increments of these changes become visible in
each perfusion map.

Multi-contrast experiments. To demonstrate the ability of multi-
contrast imaging within the MPI brain scanner, a simple two-dot phan-
tom and two different tracers were chosen. The δ-samples of Resotran and
synomag (micromod Partikeltechnologie, Germany) contained 200 μL
each with an iron concentration of 8.5 mgFemL−1 (152mol L−1). For this
proof-of-concept, applying the 3D sequence (0.248 s), two system
matrices were recorded in the xy-plane on a 15 × 15 × 1 grid with a system
matrix FOV of 140 × 110mm2 in x- and y-directions. The δ-samples were
used for the imaging experiments, mounted on a 3D-printed platform,
and inserted by a calibration robot into the center of the scanner. The
imaging sequence was the same as in all other experiments above. A single
frame was recorded and reconstructed, using background subtraction.
Reconstruction followed the protocol described in the subsubsection
“Image reconstruction”, with the only difference that two measured sys-
tem matrices are passed to the Kaczmarz-solver to separate the signal
contributions of each tracer sample31.

Fig. 5 | Sensitivity study and spatial resolution experiments. a Reconstruction
results for the sensitivity of descending iron contents inside a 200 μL Eppendorf tube
with 50 μL volume of tracer in the central xy-plane formultiple positions. b For each
iron content and each position, the quantitative reconstructed iron content is
mapped to the applied iron content. c For the spatial resolution experiment using
Resotran, two δ-samples (200 μL each, 8.5 mgFemL−1 (152 mol L−1) were used. An
edge-to-edge distancewas achieved by placing one sample in the center of the field of

view, while the other was moved by the calibration robot to defined positions with
increasing distance (0.5-mm steps). Images were recorded using the 3D sequence
with dedicated x- and y-receive channels, and reconstructions are based on a single
frame (one average) with an interpolated grid 25 × 25 × 19. The spatial resolution
was considered successful when the profile line in the middle between the two
samples dropped below the half maximum (white line). Results for a quarter max-
imum criterion are shown as well.
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The resulting concentrations for both reconstruction channels are
shown in Fig. 7, along with a picture of the phantom. Both δ-samples are
correctly depicted in their respective channel and spatially separated. In the
synomag channel, a residual signal from the Resotran sample can be
observed. However, this channel leakage is small compared to the intrinsic
signal of the synomag sample.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated a human-sized MPI brain scanner
designed to provide 3D imaging with high spatial resolution, 4 Hz
temporal resolution, and with a focus on enabling the detection of
neurovascular diseases. We achieved a resolution of 12 mm in x-, 7 mm

in y-, and 31 mm in z-direction using the clinically approved Fer-
ucarbotran tracerResotran. Moreover, our scanner was able to detect an
iron dose down to 8 μg. Perfusion experiments were performed and
images reveal that five levels of stenosis (25% increments) can be dif-
ferentiated. Furthermore, we were able to discriminate Resotran and
synomag within the same FOV in multi-contrast images. Instru-
mentation safety was amajor focus in the design and implementation of
the transmit- and receive chains, as well as obtaining a 3D imaging
sequence that samples a 480 mL volume. The scanner can potentially be
used in an ICU due to its manageable total power consumption of less
than 4 kW and its robustness to electromagnetic interference in an
unshielded environment.

Fig. 7 | Multi-contrast experiment, using Resotran and synomag. The two δ-
samples (200 μL each, 8.5 mgFemL−1) were separated by a distance of 50 mm. The
image was recorded using the 3D imaging sequence with x- and y-receive channels,
and the reconstruction is based on a single frame (one average). In x-direction, the

field of view size is 140 mm, while in y-direction, it is 110 mm. For each tracer
channel (system matrix), the signal intensity is normalized individually. However,
the MPI-tailored tracer synomag has a stronger particle response. Overall, the
separation of the tracer samples was successful.

Fig. 6 | Perfusion experiment for fast dynamic imaging. bTwo cylinders represent
the left and right hemispheres of the brain. Each 50 mL cylinder is filled with 1 mm
diameter glass spheres. Inside the cylinder is a perfusion insert with two perforated
rods, one connected to the inlet (orange) and the other connected to the outlet (blue).
They containmultiple holes on opposite sides tomimic tissue perfusion. a Perfusion
parameters after bolus injection are visualized for the transversal yz-slice, that is
depicted throughout the reconstructed images. The bolus contained 100 μL of pure
Resotran (28 mgFemL−1). The measurements were acquired with the 3D sequence.
Different levels of stenosis in 25% of steps were simulated by using two independent
peristaltic pumps, connected to one output each. The suctionwas regulated tomatch

a flow rate of 100 mLmin−1 for the healthy brain half (on the right in each case). For
the highlighted voxels A and B, the time responses of the normalized concentration
are shown. From the data of the time responses, TTP the time-to-peak, MTTmean-
transit-time, rCBF relative cerebral-blood-flow, and rCBV relative cerebral-blood-
volume perfusion maps were calculated. These calculations are based on the max-
imum peak identification, on the full width at half maximum (FWHM), on the
gradient (grad), and on the area under the curve (AUC). The rCBF and rCBV were
normalized to themaximum value in the imaging volume. All time data were shifted
to the arrival time of the bolus.
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Imaging capabilities
The spatial resolution of an MPI system is an elaborate interaction of
gradient-field strength and drive field50, imaging sequence51, magnetization
response of particles50, and the receive chain49. All measurements were
obtained at a DF amplitude of 5mT in x- and 4mT in z-direction, with a
gradient strength of 0.24 Tm−1 in y-direction (measured in the FOVcenter).
Despite being orthogonal tobothDFdirections, the best spatial resolutionof
7mm was found in the y-direction. It benefits from a stronger gradient
strength, the dedicated receive coil, and themulti-patch excitation sequence.
The x-direction benefits from being aligned with one of the DF directions
and a dedicated receive coil, but we observe only about half the gradient
strength. This culminates in a spatial resolution of 12mm.Due to the lack of
a dedicated receive coil and the same gradient strength as in x, the spatial
resolution in the z-direction is inferior at 33mm, although it aligns with a
DF direction. In terms of sensitivity, a dilution series measured at different
positions was required. In contrast to other imaging modalities, noise in
MPI can lead to structured image artifacts. For low iron amounts, super-
imposed noise in combinationwith strong regularization parameters for the
reconstruction algorithm, structured image artifacts structured image arti-
facts may occur16.

Compared to the previous version of the head scanner8, we reached a
detection limit of 8 μgFe,whereas the old limitwas 2 μgFe.However, this does
not imply that the redesign has a lower sensitivity by a factor of 4, since a
direct comparison does not prove to be feasible due to the differences in the
experimental configuration andparticle system.The reasons for an expected
reduction of the sensitivity and spatial resolution are the topology of the
imaging sequence that samples a3Dvolume in the current version insteadof
a 2D slice.On the other hand, our new imaging sequence is only half as long,
and the signal intensity of the tracer Resotran is lower than perimag
(micromod Partikeltechnologie, Germany), which implies that the actual
sensitivity difference is lower.

The dynamic perfusion experiment takes full advantage of the tem-
poral resolution of 4 Hz and its 3D imaging capability. Setting realistic flow
rates of 100mLmin−1, wewere able to visualize a bolus passing through our
perfusion phantom52. In terms of temporal resolution, we calculated four
different perfusion parameters in five different levels of stenosis. The spatial
resolution of our scanner is sufficient to separate the left and right brain
hemispheres in all experimental settings. However, the resolution required
to image the cerebral vasculature (brain angiography) is not yet achieved. In
a clinical scenario, the size of this bolus would need to be increased, due to
the amount of blood delivered to the brain from an intravenous bolus
(fraction of 15 to 20%53). Assuming a fraction of 20%, the amount of
administered boli would be restricted to about 3 per prefilled vial (1.4 mL),
although limitations depend on bodymass andmetabolism54,55. A plausible
long-term monitoring scenario would require a larger number of admin-
istrable boli, to facilitate interventions and evaluate treatment success
afterwards. To increase the number of boli, we could reduce the bolus
concentration, as the ability of perfusion parameter calculation is likely
possible for lower signal strengths of the time response curves. A specifically
tailoredMPI tracer, which could be clinically approved in the future, would
increase the measurement signal leading to a lower iron dose per bolus. A
complementary approach could make use of negative boli to increase the
total number of administrable boli56.

Multi-contrast imagingwasperformedutilizing the clinically approved
tracer Resotran and the MPI-tailored tracer synomag. For this proof-of-
concept, we used 200 μL samples at a concentration of 8.5 mgFemL−1

(152mol L−1) and a single measurement without averaging. We observe
minor channel leakage in themulti-contrast tomogram, which is typical for
multi-contrast imaging31. In general, the underlying phenomena for the
observed channel leakage in multi-contrast imaging needs to be further
investigated. However, localization and discrimination of both samples was
successful and has the potential to provide additional information like
temperature in hyperthermia29,57.

All experiments in this work have been performed at least twice to
ensure reproducibility. Qualitatively, no significant difference could be

found. The system-characterizing values obtained from the experiments are
given without an accuracy estimate, but provide a good estimate of the
corresponding order of magnitude. Future applications can use the high
frame rate of the scanner to aggregate and statistically evaluate the
acquired data.

Reconstructions of the presented results were performed retro-
spectively on the stored measurements. However, the operational control
and data processing software makes it possible to reconstruct online.
Although the software is not yet optimized for this use case, the GUI is able
to perform online reconstruction with a latency of less than one second
between signal acquisition and image visualization. Further latency reduc-
tion could be achieved by accessing the measurement data earlier in the
processing pipeline and by adapting additional methods from ref. 58.

Common to the imaging sequence of the current and old scanner
version, is the combination of a slow selection-field shift in y-direction with
fast orthogonalDF excitation. The old scanner used a 1Ddrivefield in the x-
direction, which results in an imaging trajectory that samples a 2D FOV in
the xy-plane at 2 Hz. In contrast, the current design uses a Lissajous-typeDF
excitation in xz-plane, sampling a 3D FOV (480mL; the volume of an adult
human brain is about 1200mL59) at 4 Hz. We note that both sampling
trajectories are redundant by a factor of two since they contain a sweep along
the positive andnegative y-direction.This yields the potential to increase the
frame rate by a factor of two when reconstructing the two halves inde-
pendently, as has been proposed by ref. 60. A major improvement of the
redesign is the extension of the FOV to a 3D volume, sampled at twice the
frame rate, which is a leap towards imaging the entire human brain. Pro-
totypes ofmulti-coil iron core selection-field generators are in development,
that further enlarge the FOV and extend the space of feasible imaging
sequences34,61.

Device safety
The presented scanner in this work uses the same selection-field yoke as the
prior version by ref. 8, however, all other major hardware components (the
DFG, ICN, HCR, transmit, and receive chain) were redesigned for this
scanner upgrade to achieve 3D imaging and focus on human safety. To this
end, the limitation of high voltages in the vicinity of the imaging volume and
the implementation of an independent surveillance unit were key concerns.

On a path toward human trials, safety concerns and regulations
regarding the specific absorption rate (SAR), peripheral nerve stimulation
(PNS), and conductors in patient proximity influence the scanner design,
and imaging sequence and limit maximum magnetic field strengths. The
SAR limitations in the head are given with 3.2W kg−1 for the chosen DF
frequencies in the kHz range57,62. However, for sinusoidal electric fields
below 100 kHz, PNS concerns prevail and are the limiting factor for alter-
nating field strengths63–65. Heeding PNS limitations, the maximum DF
amplitudewas set to 5mT,which is realistic for human trials66,67. Compared
to MRI gradients, the maximum slew rate of the dynamic selection field
(≈24 Tm−1s−1) is very low and below the risk threshold for PNS68,69. InMRI,
all ferromagnetic components must be excluded from entering the scanner,
including pacemakers, mechanical ventilators and oxygen cylinders1.
Potentially, this does not apply to our scanner, due to the confinement of
high magnetic fields within the head region only. Further investigations on
specific device compatibility are required.

Electrical safety regarding shock and discharge, are mainly addressed
by reducing the inductance of the DFG. The necessary power to obtain the
same field strength is thus provided by a high coil current, which creates a
maximumvoltage of 535 V (240 A at 5mT, 14.4 μH) that is a reduction of a
factor of about 4 compared to the previous version of the DFG8. To achieve
the capability to conduct around 300 A with Litz wire, we used Rutherford
wire parallelization in both DF coils, which also minimizes the proximity
effect. Moreover, the polyamide housing of the DFG provides dielectric
isolation and increases breakthrough voltage between DFG components
and the patient. Due to the ICN, the entireHCRobtains a floating potential,
which implies that touching a single exposed point of the circuit is not a
hazard, because residual leakage currents towards the ground, e.g., causedby
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capacitive coupling, are below 20mA70. Thus, the insulation would have to
fail at two separate points simultaneously, and both would have to make
contact with the patient to create a dangerous voltage drop across the body.
The operational control of the scanner is implemented with multiple safety
mechanisms, features an independent monitoring of relevant metrics, and
has the ability to intervene in signal generation. For example, the SU is
capable of disabling the transmission chain in the event of overheating. The
same applies to the resonant tuning heating unit. An active imaging phase is
only entered if nounexpectedDF feedback is observed.UnintendedhighDF
levels due to incorrect inputs or component failures are prevented by the
chosenoperatingpoint at theupper power limit of the amplifier. In addition,
the resonant transmit chain is frequency-specific and unexpectedwaveform
changes or detuning of components in the transmit chain will reduce the
power in theDFG. Finally, a human operator can use a hardware console to
disable parts of the system at any point.

It should be noted that only phantoms were used in the studies pre-
sented. However, the corresponding measurement parameters were care-
fully chosen to be reasonable for future studies in humans. Ultimately,
conclusive assertions concerning safety and tolerability in humans can only
be made after animal or human studies71.

Hardware implementation
The design concept for signal generation and reception, includes a sym-
metric approach to enable simultaneous signal generation and reception72,
called send-receive approach (TxRx). This utilizes a pick-upnodewithin the
HCR that is sensitive to the voltage signal induced by the particle magne-
tization response, while suppressing the excitation voltage. The imple-
mentationof this approach requires an ICNasone fundamental part. If built
symmetrically with a similar serial resistance of the inductor to the DFG,
twice the power is required to match the field generated by a single reso-
nance circuit, limiting the maximum DF amplitude of the TxRx approach.
In addition, the complexity of the send-receive chain increases, leading to a
high susceptibility to disturbances generated within the HCR (e.g., from
connections and eddy currents). In our case, the received signal acquired by
this approach was inferior to the received signal of a dedicated receive coil,
which is able to suppress signal distortions73, justifying the utilization of the
dedicated x-receive coil for this channel. A dedicated receive coil in the z-
direction has not yet been developed due to the laborious design and
intricate tuning process required for the cancellation coil. Due to the DF
saddle coil, the magnetic field profiles in z have only a small homogeneous
area, and coupling to other channels becomes an issue.

The sampling trajectory originates from a superposition of the slowly
varying selection field and the fast-oscillating drive field. The arising FFP
movement follows a trajectory, which samples the FOV and ideal MPI
systems try to generate homogeneous and orthogonal drive fields with a
linear selection field.However, to achieve low field imperfections, large coils
are required that are less energy efficient. Restrictions of design space, power
supply, and coil coupling74 within the DFG of our scanner cause noticeable
field imperfections, as shown in Fig. 2, that deviate from the ideal field.
Especially towards the edges of the coils, field imperfections are severe and
cause a deformation of the Lissajous-type trajectory in all spatial dimen-
sions. Our magnetic field measurements contain systematic uncertainties
due to errors in coil sensor size and orientation. Consequently, they can only
shear and rotate the resulting trajectory, and the observed deformations can
be attributed mainly to the imperfections of the magnetic fields.

Conclusion and outlook
We have performed a comprehensive system characterization of a 3D
human-sizedMPI scanner for real-timecerebral applications.Theperfusion
experiments conducted provide a proof-of concept that the discrimination
of brain hemispheres and different severities of stenosis are possible. This
will allow us to better assess which clinical application scenarios are feasible
in the future. For example, MPI trials for the ischemic stroke scenario in
human volunteers may soon be possible using the Resotran tracer. Tailored
MPI tracers, such as perimag and synomag, with future clinical approvals,

promise to increase system performance in sensitivity and spatial resolution
and further expand the range of applications.

Methods
Field generation and reception
This section provides a detailed presentation of all scanner components and
introduces the concept of how they interact to obtain MPI measurements.
Beginning with the generation of magnetic fields, details are given on signal
reception, imaging sequences, operation control, and data processing for
image reconstruction and post-processing.

The scanners fundamental component for signal generation and
acquisition is realized by a stack of three RedPitaya STEMlab 125-14 (RPs).
These are a flexible low-cost hardware solution for integrating DACs and
ADCs into a single device for precise real-time signal handling. The open-
source software for the RPs by ref. 36, ensures a parallel and synchronous
signal generation and reception by synchronizing the 125 MHz clock and
logic of the three used RPs. This stack thus provides six radio-frequency
input and output channels.

Drive-field generation. In Fig. 8, a simplified equivalent circuit diagram
(ECD) of the transmit circuit is shown, with details of the transmit filter
for one of the two channels. In the following, we describe the components
of the transmit chain in detail from field to source: the drive-field gen-
erator (DFG), the high current resonator (HCR), the inductive coupling
network (ICN), the transmit filter and the impedance matching trans-
former at the output of the amplifier.

Drive-field generator. TheMPI brain scanner utilizes twoDFCs in x- and z-
direction, respectively. The solenoid x-DFC (with inductance Lx) and the
saddle coil z-DFC(with inductanceLz) arenested,with thex-DFCplacedon
the inside. Both are manufactured using Rutherford wire parallelization
with 12 individual strands of a high-frequency Litz wire (2000 isolated
strands with 50 μm diameter, Elektrisola, Germany). It further serves the
minimization of the self-inductance of the wire, keeps individual wires at
identical lengths, and mitigates proximity- and skin-effect. By parallelizing
12Litzwires, aminimized serial resistance is achievedwhilemaintaining the
ability to formandwind thewire into the desired coil topology75. In the FOV
center, themanufacturedDFCs exhibit coil sensitivities of 0.022mTA−1 and
0.014mTA−1 in x- and z-direction, respectively. Further details on the
achieved component values can be found in Fig. 8. The support structure
(PA2200) of the DFG forms an elliptic open bore with a width of 17.5 cm
and a height of 21.5 cm. The resulting 2D drive field is set up in the xz-plane
with DF frequencies set to f x ¼ 125

4864 MHz≈ 25:699 kHz and
f z ¼ 125

4800 MHz≈26:042 kHz. The frequency ratio between the two channels
results in a closed 2D Lissajous trajectory after 76 and 75 periods for the x-
and z-directions, respectively.

High-current resonator. In order to mitigate high voltages near the human
brain, a design objectivewas to utilize parallelized low inductanceDFCs that
require high currents instead of high voltages for generating the desired
drive field. Tominimize reactive power and obtain symmetry, theDFCs are
operated in resonance at the DF frequency by connecting two capacitors of
equal size both upstream and downstream of the inductance. Instead of
utilizing a capacitive voltage divider for impedance matching76, a mirrored
resonant setup with a toroidal transformer coil (LICN2) is connected to each
DFC with the same resonance frequency. For resonance tuning, the capa-
cities CHxi

;CHzi
; i ¼ 1; :::; 4 are temperature controlled capacitors (CSM

150/200,Celem, Israel),whichenables stable andprecise resonance tuning77.
Manufacturing orthogonal DFCs is challenging; hence residual coil

coupling between DF channels must be addressed in order to avoid beat
frequencies, undesired frequency shifts by mode splitting, and resulting
losses. Due to the resonant behavior of the coupled coil circuit and the low
difference of DF frequencies, the coupled signals also experience an
amplification in the other circuit. Even the small coupling coefficient of
kc = 0.06 can lead to large currents in the orthogonal coil, resulting in a
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strong beating signal of the two frequencies. For theHCR, the field coupling
far exceeds 10%, causing a distorted trajectory, which substantially degrades
the image quality74. Coupling is reduced by a decoupling capacitor
(CDecouple) that is connected in series within both circuits. It carries both
currents and matches the complex conjugate impedance of the mutual
inductance LM ¼ kc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lx Lz

p
between the twoDFCs. As a result, the voltage

dropacross the capacitor cancels the inducedvoltage fromtheother channel
within each channel loop. For our setup, we built a capacitor
CDecouple ≈ 58 μF by parallelization of 58 ⋅ 1 μF (MKP C4Q, Kemet, USA)
and achieved a residual channel coupling of −35 dB.

Inductive coupling network. The aforementioned toroidal air-core trans-
former coil composes the inductive coupling network (ICN), one for each
DF channel. The ICN serves the triple purpose of high current gain
(impedance matching), circuit symmetry, and floating potentials. The last
point is achieved by any transformer. It increases patient safety by requiring
direct contact with two separate points of the circuit in order to cause a
voltage drop across a grounded person. Also, a floatingHCR avoids ground
loops that may have a negative influence on signal reception.

The intention of circuit symmetry is to obtain two voltage nodes in each
channel, between which the voltage of the fundamental frequency is zero.
Both inductors of a channel (ICN and DFG) are in a series resonance with
their corresponding capacitors, which have equal voltages but opposing sign
at resonance. A pick-up point for the particle harmonics is thus created,
which is nested in between the capacitors within the HCR, denoted by uTxRx
in Fig. 8, with a suppressed feedthrough72. For the higher harmonics induced
by the particles, the inductors on both sides result in higher impedances,
creating an inductive voltage divider for both noise and particle signals.

The ICN also plays a crucial role in providing current gain at the
resonance of the HCR. This enables the transformation of filtered transmit
signals into the desired low-voltage-high-current signal. Multiple Litz-wire
parallelization on the secondary transformer side (LICN2) are used to achieve
low losses and a high-quality factor; nevertheless, additional inductance and
resistance is introduced by the ICN into the HCR. The HCR constitutes the
load of the transformer, and the primary transformer coil (LICN1) shows a
real load impedance (ZICN≈30Ω) at the resonance frequency and becomes

part of the last stage of the transmit filter. The achieved current gain is 31 for
the x-channel and 35 for the z-channel.

Transmit filter. A differential 5th-order band-pass filter is used to smoothen
the excitation voltage before it is connected to the primary side of the ICN,
shown in Fig. 8. The three odd stages of the filter consist of serial resonance
circuits that act as a band-pass by having a minimum impedance at reso-
nance. In-between these stages, two even stages act as parallel resonators that
create a short for all other frequencies in order to dissipate the energy of
undesired frequencies. The serial resonator (odd stages) is composed of a
3D-printed toroidal air coil (Ls,odd≈ 500 μH, Rs,odd≈ 1Ω). For a symme-
trical differential signal, the toroid is separated into two halves, with each half
forming their own resonance together with a high voltage, polypropylene
film capacitor (e.g., KEMET C4C series, 2 kV DC rated). Due to the mutual
magnetic field within the toroidal coil, the field lines run through both sides
of the toroid. Additional resistors across the second and third serial reso-
nator stages are utilized to attenuate side lopes76. The two parallel resonators
(even stages) are formed by smaller toroidal air coils (Ls,even ≈ 250 μH,
Rs,even ≈ 500 mΩ) to pose a high impedance at the DF frequency between
the two voltage rails. The assembled transmit-filter chains attenuate har-
monic distortions of the DF signal by −65, −100, and −150 dB amplitude
ratio for the second, third, and fourth harmonics, respectively. The overall
differential filter setup provides common mode rejection.

Transformer. For maximum power transfer, we implemented an impe-
dance matching transformer with an iron core (N87 material
B65686A0000R087, TDKElectronics,Germany). Toprevent distortion and
harmonics due to core saturation effects, the core flux density is minimized
to 16% of the saturation magnetization Bsat

76. The secondary side of the
transformer is connected to the transmit filter and ensures floating poten-
tials and differential signaling. The turns ratio of the transformer changes
the low impedance (≈2.5Ω, amplifier side) to a high impedance (≈30Ω,
filter side) to minimize the current in the transmit filter.

Drive-field power amplifier. Two 1200W power amplifier (A1110-40-QE-
100, Dr. Hubert GmbH, Germany) are used in voltage mode for

Fig. 8 | Simplified transmit circuit. The x- and z-drive-field (DF) excitation
channels are designed to provide resonances at 25.699 and 26.042 kHz, respectively.
Both channels consist of their own power amplifier, impedance matching trans-
former (with an iron core, ∣∣) and band-pass filter. The band-pass filter is shown for x
only, but is identical for the z-channel. The inductive coupling networks (ICNs) were
individually developed with different litz-wire parallelizations (higher current in z)

and roughly matched the inductance of the corresponding drive-field coils within
the drive-field generator (DFG). Resonance is achieved by the high current resonator
(HCR) circuit. Residual coupling of the DF channels and decoupling counter-
measures are also shown. Values of major components are denoted in the equivalent
circuit diagram. Since fine-tuning needs to be performed with a fully assembled
HCR, the denoted HCR capacity values are guide values.
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amplification of each DF signal. To generate the DF strength of 5 and
4mT, a total power of 930W for x and 1100W for z has to be provided
by the power amplifiers. For safety and control reasons, the initial signal
from the DAC runs through a relay at the input of the amplifier that is
only closed during measurements (by the SU). In addition, serial inter-
lock commands are sent to the amplifier to ensure that the output is only
enabled during a measurement. The advantage of this double safety
configuration is that the SU is able to interrupt transmission in case of
failure (e.g., temperature overshoot), even when the software activated
the amplifier via the interlock mechanism. A pre-amplifier is used to
amplify the voltage signal by a factor of 8 to scale it to the required input
voltage of the power amplifier.

Feedback signal. To control the DF signal in amplitude and phase, one turn
is wound around each ICN toroid. According to the law of induction, the
induced voltage is proportional to the field, which is proportional to the
HCR current and hence to the drive field. The induced signal is fed back to
the RPs via a voltage divider, where it is processed during the DF control
phase.Togenerate a stableDF trajectory, the control accuracy is set <1%and
able to generate field strengths up to 5.5mT for the x-channel and 4.5mT
for the z-channel.

Selection-field generation. The previously presented SFG in ref. 8 is
used to generate the required gradient field, and further moves the FFP in
y-direction with amaximum displacement amplitude of 70 mm from the
center. The SFG consists of two coils (LG = 200 mH) mounted on a soft-
iron yoke at a distance of 31 cm from each other. The magnetic gradient
field is generated by superimposing the two field contributions, in a
Maxwell-like coil topology with opposing current directions. The setting
of equal opposite coil currents creates an FFP in the FOV center. By
changing the currents, the position of the FFP along the y-axis can be
shifted and the maximum FFP offset is set to 43 mm to each side with
respect to the FOV center. We chose the FFP velocity to be 68.8 cms−1,
which results in a similar trajectory density in the y-direction as in the xz-
plane (see subsubsection “System matrix analysis”). The selection-field
signals are generated by the aforementioned RedPitaya STEMlab 125-14
(RPs). A pre-amplifier is used to scale the input voltage according to the
required voltage for the power amplifier for selection-field generation.
For this purpose, two AE Techron 2105 (AE Techron, USA) in current
mode feed the selection-field coils. For the generation of the gradient, a
total power of 380W is required.

Signal reception
Receive coils. Two dedicated receive coils are used for signal reception for all
measured data in this work. The gradiometric x-coil has ten turns on a
length of 10 cm and 18 counter turns at the rear end of the DFG. In the y-
direction, a saddle coil with two times 20 turns is installed. Due to the
orthogonal orientation of the two DFCs, a gradiometric setup is not
required, and residual feedthrough voltages are suppressed by the receive
filter. Bothdedicated receive coils are locatedwithin the 3D-printedhousing
of theDFG, on the inside of theDFCs. A dedicated z-receive coil has not yet
been implemented, due to its challenging design as a gradiometric saddle
coil. The small homogeneous field region of the z-channel does not allow a
clear spatial separation of the FOV and the sensitive region of the
gradiometer.

However, as mentioned in the subsubsection “Drive-field generation”
in the ICN paragraph, the symmetric circuit design included a second
method for signal pick-up, referred to as the send-receive method (TxRx).
Consequently, receive signals for x and z can be obtained in principle. The
pick-up node is positioned in the LC circuits of the HCR betweenCH2,CH3,
and CH1, CH4, for each DF channel (see Fig. 8). In theory, the voltage of the
fundamental DF frequency is near zero at this node, and any induced
particle signal will create a voltage drop across the DFC (and the parallel
ICN, halving the received signal if LICNx2 ≈ Lx , or LICNz2 ≈ Lz). Between
these nodes, the input of the receive chain can be connected, enabling signal
reception during transmission72.

Receive chain. The receive voltage uRx is composed of the particle signal, the
background noise, distortions, and the direct signal feedthrough from the
DFCs. Before the signal is connected to the LNA, a fourth-order resonance
notch filter suppresses the fundamental frequencies around 26 kHz (20 to
33 kHz stopband). The filter is a differential circuit, shown in Fig. 9a. The
odd stages feature a parallel resonance with high impedance at the DF
frequency, and the even stages are serial resonances towards the groundwith
low impedance at the DF frequency. To avoid nonlinear effects due to high
receive voltages, the first two stages utilize toroidal air coil resonators. The
attenuated residual voltage in the last two stages allows the use of ferrite iron
core coils (B64290,TDKElectronics,Germany). Thefiltered receive signal is
connected to an improved version of the custom LNA by ref. 8 via a signal-
matching transformer. The transformer and the input impedance of the
LNA are used to shift the resonance frequency of LNA and receive coil to
optimize signal amplification of higher harmonics in the 300 to 600 kHz
range78. The LNAconsists of three amplification stages, thefirst stage is built

Fig. 9 | Receive path. a Equivalent circuit diagram of a receive filter circuit with
signal matching for the low noise amplifier (LNA). In the receive circuit, a four-stage
analog band-stop filter is installed for x-, y-, and z-feedthrough suppression,
although only x and y are used for reconstruction in this work. The first two filter
stages are utilized by air coil resonators and the last two stages by iron core coil
resonators. A signal-matching transformer follows the filter to adjust the received

signal prior to the LNA. For differential signaling, the LNA output is connected to a
differential amplifier, and in front of the analog-to-digital converter, an instru-
mentation amplifier generates the single-ended measurement signal umeas. b The
receive path Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) transfer function for the transfor-
mation of umeas into the magnetic moment mmeas is plotted for the two dedicated
receive coils and the two signal paths using the send-receive approach (TxRx).
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by parallelizing 20 JFETs (BF862, NXP Semiconductors, Netherlands),
followed by two stages with non-inverting operational amplifier circuit
using dual ICs (ADA4898,AnalogDevices, USA)79. The output is converted
into a differential signal by a fully differential amplifier (AD8138, Analog
Devices, USA). Just before the input of the ADC of the RPs, an instru-
mentation amplifier (AD8253, Analog Devices, USA) generates the single-
ended measurement signal umeas.

For each of the four receive chains, the receive path calibration was
performed utilizing a custom calibration coil80. In Fig. 9b, the individually
measured MPI transfer functions are plotted. The two dedicated receive
coils provide resonances at 531 and 414 kHz for x and y, respectively. It can
be seen that theTxRx signal forx and z are less sensitive in the relevant 100 to
800 kHz range.

Imaging sequence. TheMPI brain scanner superimposes two fast drive
fields in the x- and z-direction and a dynamic selectionfield. The selection
field is shifted along the y-axis, as explained in previous sections. Using
and combining these constituents, it is possible to perform various
imaging sequences. First of all, there are three different 2D sequences
possible that drive the FFP either along a 2D Lissajous trajectory with a
frequency ratio of 75

76 (xz-plane) or along Cartesian trajectories (xy- and
yz-plane) with flexible densities. For an overview of common MPI
sampling trajectories, we refer the reader to ref. 51. In the case of the xz-
sequence, both drive fields are activated, and a static FFPfield is generated
at an eligible y-position, using the SFG. For the other two cases, only one
DF channel is activated, and the FFP is swept dynamically along the y-
direction. The repetition time of the xz-sequence is fixed and given by
Txz
cycle ¼ 2:918ms and for the other two sequences, Txy

cycle ¼ Tyz
cycle ¼

0:25 s if we set the y-sequence to 4 Hz (the default value for the scanner).
Wenote, that the first generation of the scanner published in ref. 8was 2D
only and limited to the xy-sequence with a frame rate of 2 Hz.

In addition to the 2D sequences, it is also possible to apply fully 3D
sequences. This is done by using both DF channels and simultaneously
generating a slowly varying selection field with an FFP moving along the
y-axis81. The resulting sampling trajectory is a 2D Lissajous trajectory
within the xz-plane that is slowly swept back and forth along the y-
direction, as visualized in Fig. 1. In this way, the volume is sampled plane
by plane, and the repetition time is derived from the y-sequence, resulting
in Txyz

cycle ¼ 0:25 s for a 4 Hz sequence. The waveform of the currents
applied to the selection field is chosen to be triangular, such that the
sequence is always periodic, at constant velocity, and without sudden
discontinuities, in order to avoid strong mechanical forces in the copper
shield of the DFG due to eddy currents. Furthermore, a triangular sweep
minimizes the likelihood of PNS and SAR by the selection field. The
triangular waveform provides a constant slew rate, and results in an
almost linear FFP movement as the iron cores are not yet saturated. The
chosen sequence type depends on the spatial dimensions and the
requirements for temporal resolution. Within this work, we only show
experiments that were performed using the 3D imaging sequence and
therefore focus on this particular sequence in the following. The nominal
FOV captured by the 3D sequence assuming ideal magnetic fields is
(84 × 85 × 67mm3). The density of the FFP sampling trajectory within
the xz-plane is inhomogeneous due to the sinusoidal excitation51, and the
largest gap can be derived from the Lissajous node points82. For the
applied Lissajous sequence, the resulting distance is 1.819mm. The
distance between slices in the y-direction is equidistant with 1.982 mm.
Both values are well below the expected spatial resolution between 5 and
20mm, which ensures that the resolution is not limited by the sampling
scheme.

Operational control. The task of the operation control is to implement
the chosen imaging sequence by coordinating all scanner components
used during measurement. Next to the synchronous signal handling, an
imaging sequence also requires several asynchronous tasks, such as
enabling the various amplifiers, moving a calibration robot, updating the

RPs waveforms based on different imaging sequences, or informing the
SU of an upcoming signal generation. These steps are handled by the
open-source framework37, which can implement a variety of different
measurement scenarios, including system matrix calibrations and mag-
netic field measurements40.

Dependingon the typeofmeasurement and sequence, the components
and steps required may vary, but in general, each measurement can be
divided into three phases. During the setup phase, the amplifiers are dis-
abled, the RPs are neither transmitting nor receiving signals, and the reso-
nance tuning heating is enabled. In this phase, various components are
prepared for the next imaging sequence, e.g., the calibration robot ismoved,
or the RPswaveforms are updated. The next phase is the control phase. This
is where the DF amplifiers are enabled, and the DF waveform is sent down
the transmit chain. During these transmissions, the feedback signal is
analyzed at the frequencies of the DF channels, and the transmitted
amplitude and phase are adjusted to the desired values from the selected
sequence. When the deviation between the selected and observed DF
waveform is sufficiently small, the control phase ends. In measurement
scenarios with frequent measurements, such as a systemmatrix calibration,
the feedback signal from the previous measurement can be used instead to
adjust the amplitude and phase. The third phase is the active imaging phase.
Here the resonance tuning heating is switched off to prevent possible dis-
tortions, both the SF and DF waveforms are transmitted, and the signal is
received via the RPs to be stored for further processing.

Data processing
Image reconstruction. The measured voltage signal of the j-th
time frame uj(t, l) depends on the time t 2 Rþ and the receive channel
l∈ {1,…, L} where L is the number of receive channels, i.e., L = 2 in our
case. The signal is sampled at time points ti = (i− 1)/fsample, i = 1, …, K
where f sample ¼ 125

64 MHz and K = 484,500 for our 3D 4 Hz (0.248 s)

sequence. Prior to reconstruction, we apply the standard signal
processing9, which involves Fourier transformation, a frequency selec-
tion based on a band-stop filter in the receive chain filter (see above for
details), as well as a filtering based on the SNR using different thresholds
ranging from 3 to 100, resulting inM frequency components. For better
readability of the following paragraphs, we express the resulting discrete
signal as the vector u 2 CM , omitting the frame index j.

The goal of image reconstruction is to recover an image c 2 RN
þ that is

discretized on a (3D) gridwithN voxels. The relationship betweenu and c is
given by the linear system of equations Sc = u, where S 2 CM ×N is the
system matrix that encodes the physical process from the particle magne-
tizationprogression to the system-dependentmeasurement signal at the end
of the receive chain. Since the linear system is ill-conditioned and the
measured data is disturbed by noise, we consider a regularized least-squares
approach

argmin
c2RN

þ

k Sc� uk22 þ λL2 k ck22 þ λL1 k ck1; ð1Þ

where the first term ensures data consistency, the second term penalizes
large solutions and prevents that the particle concentration vector c is fitted
to the noise in themeasurement u, and the last term allows to penalize non-
sparse solutions, which helps in reducing noise. The optimization problem
(1) is solved using the iterativeKaczmarz approach83 usingL2-regularization
as well as L1-regularization84,85. The reconstruction has four parameters in
total: λL2 ; λL1 , the SNR threshold, and the number of iterations that are
chosen based on visual inspection and experience.

The systemmatrix S encodes the applied imaging sequence and can be
interpreted in two different ways. It can be interpreted either as a multi-
patch dataset, where the entire 3D sequence is split into the individual 2D
subsequences, or as a single-patch dataset. A patch refers to a subvolume
that is moved by the dynamic selection field and consists of a single full DF
cycle. Themulti-patch approach is commonwhen the applied selectionfield
changes only in a step-wise fashion, but it can also be applied when the
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selectionfield changesonly slowly compared to the rapiddrivefield-induced
movement. This multi-patch reconstruction approach was used in the first
generation of our perfusion imager8 and studied in more detail by ref. 86.
Alternatively, one can also interpret the entire imaging sequence as a single-
patch dataset, which was considered by ref. 87 for Cartesian 2D trajectories.
The multi-patch approach has the potential advantage that it may allow to
exploit shift-invariant sub-blocks within the system matrix, which can
accelerate operations involving the system matrix S within image
reconstruction45. On the other hand, the single-patch approach can take
field imperfections better into account and can also better prevent spectral
leakage, which can be induced by non-periodic external signal contribu-
tions. Effectively, the key difference between both approaches is that the
Fourier transform is applied to smaller signal snippets in the multi-patch
case, while the single-patch case applies the Fourier transform to the entire
time signal. Since the single-patch reconstruction is fast enough for our
purposes, we use this approach in all experiments shown in this paper. For
the system matrix analysis performed in the subsubsection “Systemmatrix
analysis” we, however, consider both the multi-patch and the single-patch
data interpretation since this gives much deeper insight into the system
matrix structure.

Perfusion image calculation. To evaluate perfusion experiments in the
subsubsection “Dynamic perfusion experiments”, the reconstructed data
is processed to obtain the time-to-peak (TTP), mean-transit-time
(MTT), relative cerebral-blood-flow (rCBF), and relative cerebral-
blood-volume (rCBV). Post-processing includes four consecutive steps:
(i) time framing, (ii) filtering and offset correction, (iii) threshold
masking, and (iv) parameter map calculation. After explaining these
post-processing steps, we give the implemented definitions of the men-
tioned perfusion parameters. The definitions and the post-processing
script that handles the data are based on the work by ref. 56, which
provides more details.

Step (i) selects the relevant reconstructeddata by taking the time frames
that include the entire first passage of the administered bolus. It starts with
the injection (5 s before bolus appearance), includes the administered bolus
and stops after the passing levels to zero again. This step ensures that only
relevant data is processed later, as shown in the leftmost column of Fig. 6. In
step (ii), an appropriatefilter type smooths the data for amore accurate peak
detection and noise suppression.We avoided rectangular windows to reject
ringing artifacts and selected a low-pass Hann-filter with a window size of
ten samples. The Hann-filter is applied voxel-wise on the Fourier-
transformed temporal data, which also shifts the concentration offset to
zero by excluding the DC component. Afterwards, in step (iii), a threshold
mask reduces image noise by excluding any voxels with an intensity lower
than 10% of themaximum value. This increases the readability of perfusion
maps, by excluding irrelevant regions, e.g., outside (phantom) vessels. A last
post-processing step (iv), calculates the mentioned perfusion parameters
based on the following definitions, which are also sketched in the top row of
Fig. 6. The reconstructed time-dependent solution of the entire volume in
the FOV is~c : ½0;T� ! RN

þ withN = nx × ny × nz voxels.~cðtÞ describes the
reconstructed volume of all measured time frames, that record the entire
bolus administration.

TTP. We define the time-to-peak (TTP) as the time elapsed between a
chosen reference point (the bolus injection t0) and the measured signal
maximum of the bolus passing. The TTP2 RN is calculated element-wise
for all voxel n∈ {1, …, N} via TTPn ¼ argmaxtð~cnðtÞÞ, where ~cnðtÞ is the
concentration over time of the nth voxel88.

MTT. With mean-transit-time (MTT), we refer to the measure of the
average time interval that a particle or blood cell spends inside an organ
or vessel and it strongly correlates with the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the bolus concentration on passing (for low tissue
perfusion)89,90. The time interval of the FWHM was therefore selected as
the MTT 2 RN in this work.

rCBF. The relative cerebral-blood-flow (rCBF) equals the highest
positive gradient of the concentration over time ~cnðtÞ, as in rCBFn ¼
argmaxtð ddt~cnðtÞÞ, which is evaluated element-wise for all voxels n to
obtain rCBF2 RN .

rCBV. We derive the relative cerebral-blood-volume (rCBV) data
rCBV2 RN froman element-wise evaluation of the integral (area under the
curve (AUC)) of the concentration ~cnðtÞ in the nth voxel, over the time
interval of the passing bolus (~cnðtÞ > 0) as in rCBVn ¼

R
~cnðtÞ dt.

Blood flow and volume are both calculated in a relativemanner, due to
amissing correct arterial input function (e.g., feeding phantomhose), which
poses as a reference by providing the undisturbed flow (without perfusion).

Data availability
Data sets generated during the current study are available from the corre-
sponding author on reasonable request.

Code availability
The code supporting the findings of this study is publicly available on
GitHub. You can access the code repositories through the following links:
GUI: https://github.com/MagneticParticleImaging/MPIUI.jl Signal gen-
eration and reception: https://github.com/tknopp/RedPitayaDAQServer
Hardware and measurement control: https://github.com/Magnetic
ParticleImaging/MPIMeasurements.jl Image reconstruction: https://
github.com/MagneticParticleImaging/MPIReco.jl
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